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INTRODUCTION .

In 1973 the National Aeronautics' and Space
Administration published a series of books cialed
"Skylab gxperiments." The first volume in the
series contained some guidelines for constructing a
reflection grating spectroscope. Requests for more
information har bah received from several educa-
tional inurces. This booklet was prepared in
response to these 'requests as part of the on-going
educational activities of the National Aeronautics
and Spate Administration.

The booklet shows how a dernonstration,spectro-
scope ,can be made for a total cost of around $5
and about 12 hours of work. Instead of the more
familiar prisms or transmission gratings, the instru-

Diffraction Grating

1

ment uses a reflection diffraction grating to dis-
perse the spectrum for observation. The reflection
grating is more often *used in spectral analysibe-
cause of its greater spectral dispersion properties
over a wider wavelength range than either of the
other devices.

Included is an appendix that explains the theory
behind the principles of dispersion of a spectruM
by refraction and iliffraction. Description$ of some
of thq more advanced spectroscopes ,used in
NASA's.Skylab Program Show that the instrument
built by following the instructions in this book-
let is fundamentally the same type of device.

Focusing Screen

Focal-Plane Cover
(Small Door)

Incident-Light Tube

Incident-Light
Tube Guide
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MA1LERIALS
HEAVYWEIGHT MOUNTING BOARD
Crescent Brand 3X Process Board or equivalent
76.2 x101.6 cm (sold as 30x40 in.)

Suggested Source

Ariists' sdpply store

CONCRETE-COLUMN FORM TUBE
40.6-cm (16-in.) insideViarneter

Concrele constIvctiorr mat4rial iupplier
or concrete conctor. Get the shortest
length available. Yod only noed 15.24 cm (6 in.).

CARDBOARD TUBE.-
Approximately 5 cm (2 in.) in diameter,
40 cm (15.75 in.) long

Core from roll of aluminum foil or
gift-wrapping paper

WHITE GLUE, smell bottle
0.236 liter (8 oz)

Any hardware or drugstore

WAXED PAPER 18x25 cm (7x10 in.)

_IVIASKING TAPE, tom!! roll
2;54 cm (1 in.) in width

Any grocery store

'..)& Any hardwareor paint store

LIGHTWEIGHfART BOARb
3-ply Bristol or equivalent, at least 61 cm
square (24 in. square)

Artists' supply store

DOUBLEEDGED RAZOR BLADE Any,grocery or drug store

,

FILE CARD 7.6 x 12.7 cm (3x5 in.) Any grocery or drug store

MENOING TAPE 19 mm (3/4 in.) wide.
ScOtch brand Magic Mending, 3M No. 810
or equivalent

Any grocery or drug store

,FLAT BLACK PAINT latex or oil Any hardware or paint store.

DRAFTING MYLAR 6x19 cm. (2-.3/8X 7%

.SMAIL HAND MIRROR .

Artist's or draftsman's supply store

Any drug store

pIF FRACTION GRATING
21.6'x.28 cm (8Xx11 in.) 13,400 lines per inch

2

Available from sesurces such as:
Edmund Scientific Company
Edscorp Building
Barrington, NJ 08007 (Part No. 50,201)

re.;
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TOOLS
METRIC SCALE

SHARP PENCIL -7pi hardness

SMALL C - CLAMPS (4)

TRIANGLE 30-60°

DRILL manUal Or power,
with 5/16" bit

PROTRACTOR 1.

.

SHARP KNIFE like X-acto with No. 11 blade

, or utility knife A ;-)

COPING SAW

CO.NVEX WOOD RASP

HEAVY DUTY SCISSORS

7

PAINT BRUSH diagonal cut bristle shape
aix-tze.

preferred' for tight corners

I.

a

FLEXIBLE STRAIGHTEDGE
approximately 50 cm
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INSTRUCTIONS

Cut the base,

On the heavyweight mount-
ing board, draw a 50-cm
(19.7-in.)-square, using two
edges of the board fpr.two
sides, of the s'quare. (Cut out
the sqtiare with an X-acto
knife. But be careful. It's
easy to slip and cut a few
fingers-or the table top on
which you are working.
This will be the base of the
spectroscope.

\ ,

You should use a Metal straight edge to guide the cut.
"

Prepare the shell
A

Now cut.1.5.cm (6 in.) tom
one end of the côncretcol-
umn form tube with theley-
hole or saber saw. Don't
try this alone. You'll need
someone to hold the tube
steady while you cut. It's
also a good idea to clamp
the form to a workbench
at one end, usinkne of the
Gclamps.

Note: If the endslof the
form tube are uneven or
rough, it is advisable to'
smooth them with medium
grade sandpaper before mark-
ing the line on_whicifto cut.

4

Make a row of dots all
around the tube ond
join with a continuous'

4

Let someone help hold
the flexible straightedge
and the form tube while
scribing and sawing:

S.

Loosen C-ciamp periodically to rotate
form tube for proper saw position.
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Ettablish-thi shell position
Now set the shell on the
base, as nearly tentered
possible, with the edge of
the shell you cut facing up.
Hold the shell steady and
carefullidraw its outline
on, the base, inside as welt
as outside.

Plot the plan
Using the white mounting-
board base as a draVving .
surface', develop a detailed
"floor, plan" upon which
you can erect the basic
structure and align the op-
tics. Label all lines and
plot points as shown, be-
cause these are essential
for cutting and assembly.
Remove tile shell and plot
the center of the outline
circles on the base by

, lightly drawing several di-
ameter,lines and marking
their centers. Through the
center of the circle, draw a
centerline from/one edge

. of the base to the other. This will be the interim base-
'line. Be sure it is perpendicular to the edge of the
base at point E.
With ttie protractor, locate line AD and draw it on the
base. Mark points A and D on the base. Now draw line
AF anclkniark point F on the base.

Average the center points of the diameter lines
to find the center of the circle.

4.
The interim baseline is the starting point for
plotting.the floor plan. Mark point E at one
end of the baseline beside the duter circle.

Using the protractor, plot line EE' tangent
to the outer circle from the baseline tothe
edge of the base. Draw line JJ' 12 cm from
line and parallel to EE'.

Point is where the diffraction grating
centerline wilite, Point CI will locate the
hinge line of one door.

Line AF is pgrallel to the baseline, and
begins at A on thiiner circle.

5

Lines EE' and...it will be used to
locate the light-ttibe brackets.
Before going on with ,the plim, the
diameter of the light-tube guide
must be determined.



tut and size the light-tubeigui

To make the light-tube guide from
the cardboard tube, cut/one '25-cm
piece, and another that,is 15 cm
long. With the knife,'carefully
slit the 15-cm piece as shown. /
This is the light-tube guide.

Wrap a piece,of waxed paper
around the 25.7cm piece and shove,
the wrapped tube into the light- IF'

tube guide.

15 cm

Now you4e ready to measure the
diameter of the light-tube gdide.

Holding the entire assenibly as
shown, measure the outside diaml
eter to be plotted on the floor plan.
Remove he light tube and waxed
paper d sa44em for later use.

4

Light Tube
Waxed Paper

Guide

On the floor plan, draw lines G and H. The dis-
tance between the lines should equal the diameter
of the light-tube guide. G and H should be sym-

i metrical about the line AF. Then draw two lines
thrOugh the inner and outer circles 2 min outside
9f lutes G and H and label theM0' ahd 14'. These
/narks will be used to locate guidelines on the shell
to help in cutting the hole for the light-tube guidt.

Using the protractor on line Al) as shown, mark
, 'point B 270 from A, and rbint C 790 from A.

Point B will locate the hinge line of ihe small door in
.

I the shell, and point C will locate the joint between the
two doors to be cut in the shell later.

1 .

Slitting the
incident Light

Juke Guide

1



Check the total "floor Nan

t.The floor plan is now complete, with all reference points
9needed to mark the shell for cutting and to-place Parts
for gludg. Before pTeeding, check your floor plan
against this diagram t be sure all guidelines and reference
points have been,correctly plotted. ts

1

15 cm

Base

Outside .
racket

El

Light Tube

J Inside
Bracket

Light Tube
Guide

Large

Door

Outside
Bracket

Shell

7



Mark pile shell

Set the shell back on the base so
the shell fits b.etween the circles
drawn in Step 3. While someone
holds the shelPfirmlY in place,
carefully",mark points A, G', H',
and J on the inside of the shell,
and place the appropriate letter
beside each mark. In a similar
manner, mark points B, D, E,
F, G'; and H' on the oiitside of
the shell.

Remove the shell from the
base and lay it on its side. On
the vertical line on the iiile
of the shell at point A, mark a
point 7.5 cm from the base.
Do the same at points 0 and
H' on the inside and outside of
the shell. These points will be .

used when installing the light
tube.

With the flexible straightedge,
draw a line connecting the
4.5-cm marks on tbe vertical
lines,It points B., C, and D. In

. a similar manner; connect the
10.5-cm marks. You now have
"le outlines of the doors to be
cut in the shell. Mark the ends
of the door with the letters B
and D so you can i?ut it'back
in place properly later. -

s

4
t.

With the triangle resting on the
base, draw a vertical line on the
,shell at each of tbe ptints you
liave marked.

On the vertical liner at points
B, C, and D, mark points 4.5
and 10.5 cm from the base,

Connect the 7.5-cm marks on thoe vertical
lines at point G' and H',

On the vertical line at'point F, mark
point's that are 1/2 the radius of the
light tube guide plus 2 mm above and
below the 7.5-cm line. You now have
the major and minor axes,of the
llipse that must fie cut for the light-
be guide. Sketch in tgf ellipse, as
wn. 4. v.

p 8

I
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Drill the shell
To make drilling more accurate, pilot holies shot&
be provided for the drill bit. With a nail pr center
puhch, put an indentation in the oUtside of the
shell 4 mm fromsthe 4.5-,cm.linesand the vertical
drawn at point B. Make second pilot hole 4 dim
from the 10.5-cm line and the vertieal at Point D.
Make a third pilot hole 4.mm below the top Of the
ellipie on the vertical line at F.
Now drill 5/16-in. holes at each of the three points
where you made the pilot holes. You are then ready
to cut out the dOors and the hole for the guide.

Cut the shell
Clamp the ring to a Workbench
so the doors are at thetop.
Have someone hold the ring ,
steady while you'cut. Insert
the saber saw in the hole be-
,side the vertical line at point
B and cut along the line to the
10.5-cm line. (If the saw blade
is too large to fit the 5/16-in.
hole, enlarge the hole along
the vertical line with the knife.)`,
Then remove the saw and rein
sert Kin the same hole, 90°
frog] the first cut, and saw
along,the line parallel to the
base as far as the vertical line s,

at point D.
*-

Remove the clamp and set the
shell on the workbench in its
normal positio, with the ellipse
at point F toward you. Remove
the blade from the coping saw,
insert the blade through the hole
drilled in the ellipse, and reattach
the blade to +he saw frame, with
the saw handle on' the outside of
the shell. Have someone hold the
shell steady while you saw. Keep,
the saw aimed at the vertical line
drawn on the inside of the shell
at point A while you cut along
the ellipse. As you go around
the curve, it will be necessary to
change\the angle Of the saw blade
in the frame.

cos

In a similar manner, saw along the
two lines from the hole beside the
vertical line at point D.

Remove the piece cut out and
carefully cut it in two along the
vertical line you dre*, from point
C. Set the two pieces aside for,.

, laterIllse as cloors.

Wait until the sabre saw blade stops oscil-
lating before removing it from the material,.
and don't switch on the saw for a neVi cut
until the base of the saw rests on 'the

material. When holding the ring steady
do not hold the ring with fingers or
thumbs in front of the saw blade. f

You are cutting the ellipse oyersize so that the
elliptical hole will not affect alignment of the
light tube. The light leak around the light-tube
guide can be prevented by covering the gap with
tapelifter the light-tube assembly is installed
and aligned.

9 1 1
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Mount the shell
Spread white ,g1tte evenly between the two circles on
the bak and on the bottom edge of the shell. Set the
shell on the base so that'points A, C, D, and F are
aligned. Wait for the glue to harden before doing
any more work on the base or shell.

,

Make light-tube brackets
Prom the heavyweight mounting
board, cut a rectangle 15 cm wide
by 20 cm long. Be sure the long
edges are parallel. Draw a center-
line on thispiece,3.5 cm from,.
the long edges.

-Draw a circle of the diameter
you measured in step 5. Center
the circle on the center line and

.,locate the cirele as dhown on the
Oght: Draw a vertical line
through thPeenter of the circle
to the edges of the board. Label
it KK'.

C.

Place the piece of mounting a
board on the edge of the work-
bench,so the centerline is just
off the edge of the bench.
Clamp it to the bench,to help
hold it whig you cut. 'With
the coping saw, carefully cut
right down the centerline.

Loosen the clamp and move
the piece under it until the
semicircle is just clear of the
bench:With the coping saw,
cut out the semicircle, using
the inside of the pencil line as
your guide. Remove this bracket
from the clamp and place the
other piece in position for
cutting out its semicircle.

After cutting out the second ,
. semicircle, cut 1.5 cm from

the end of the piece.so,that
the semicircle is 2.5 cm from
the end. Mark this piece "in-
side bracket." Mark the other
piece "outside bracket."

5 f

15cm

7.5 chi

0

1.5 cm

2.5
CM

K'

jr.e- Vertical Center
Line

Inside Bracket (shown imierted)

Center Line

4 cm

Outside Bracket

10

.20 cm

Inside Bracket --

Outside Bracket
. .

rr



12 Make the-slit
y

Front the h(avyweight mounting'
board, cut two disks the sajne, \'

diameter as'the liglit-tube. Place
the end of the light tube qn the
board and trace around the tubet

cóphig saw, carefUlly
cut ()kit each disk.-

.-
On each dia% diaw two center-
lines, 9Ø0 kart. With the knife,
carefully cut a 5-mm slot in the
cente'r of one disk, and al-cm

-

slot'in the other, as shown. Each
r slot_ should be 2.5 cm long.

,

Now put a small Piece of mask.;
ing tape over the sharp edges of
the razorlMade antl carefifIly
break the blade in two along,the

, three holes. Carefully.peel Off
the tape.

With the scissors, cut thyx0/5-cm
wide strips, 5 cm long from the
file chard. Fold each strip in the
midfle and glue the t'wo pieces
together to'form an inverted T,
as shown.
When the glue has set, place the
inverted T on a flat surface anct---,
put the disk with the 1-cm slot
over it so the "stem" of the T

-is aligned with the centerline
'of the slot. The inverted T is a
spacer to ensure that the razor
blades will be 0.5 mm apart
when you moat them on the
disk.
Tape the razor pieces to the
disk with mending tape, as
shown,.pushing them tightly
against the spacer. Leave about
2 mm of the blades exposed.
With the knife, trim off the
tape that extends beyond the
edge of the disk. Remove, the
spacer.
On th e disk with the 5-mm slot,
tape two 15- by 20-mm pieces of
aluminum foil, using the mend-
ing tape, so that the slit is
7 mm long, as shown. The
foil provides more sharply de-

. fined ends.for the-slit than the
cut edge of the mounting board.
Be sure the,foil is smooth.

ads

2.5 cm

404

,5 mm

o

Glued Spacer.

4.

,

0

11

. I 0.5 mm Space between Blades

Aluminum Foil, 15x20 mm



Hold the two disks firmly to-.
gether so' the aluminum foil is
against the razor blades and the
centerlines of the two disks are
matched. Fasten the two disks IF
together by tiping their edges
withsmasking tape, as shown.
Fold the excess tape against
each side of the disks to com-
plete their attachment.

Place the slit disk against the
end of the light tube so the
5-nkm slot is toward the tube.
Tape the disk to the end of
the tube with a length of tape
across the '6euter of the disk
and down both sides of the
tube, as stiown (tope 1).
Place two fnore lengths of tape
.alorisside the slit and back
alont the tube (tapes 2 and 3):
WitinAhe *Roint of the knife,
carefully cut away theyart of
tape 1 that covers the slit in
the disk.

,

Disks

Blade

Foil

A A

'4

A

Install the light tre
Place the inside brackk on line JJ' so
that the semicircular cutout is on-top .

and the vertical centerline K' is in line
with line AF on the baseboard. If the
glue has squeezed out from between the
shell and the baie so that the bracket
wwill not fit tightly against the shell, cut a
small triangular piece from the bottom
corner of the bracket so it will clear the
glue. With the rasp, carefully bevel the
end of the bracket so it fits snugly
against the shell. Tape.the bracket in
place with masking tape, as shown.

' Plac%the outer bracket on line EE' so
'that the semicircular cutout is on top
-and vertical centerline K is in line with
line AF on the haseboard. Tape the
bracket in place as shown. Wrap the light
tube with waxed.paper and insert the
tube in the light-tube guide. Insert this
assembly through the elliptical hole in
the shell so that the ligfit-tube guide rests
on the brackets. Be sure the slit in the
vide is at the bottom. Rotate the light
tube until the slit in the disk is vertical.
Tape the guide to the brackets, as shown.

Cut Tape 1 to uncover Slit

2.5 cm

'Beveled Edge.

,

Outside
Bracket

12 14'



To check the alignment of the light tube, set the
spectroscope near a window, but out of the
direct light from the window. Have tomeone
hold a small mirror in the sunlight so the light
reflected from the mirror shines directly down
the light tube,

A simple way to check that the light is shining
directly down the light tube is by ensuring that,
the shislow of the tube on the outside of the
shell is symmetrical around the tube.

The beam of light from the light-tube slit should
strike the inside wall of -the shell on the vertical
line at point A, centered on the 7.5-cm mark. To
darken the inside of the shell enough so you can
see.the light beam, it may be necessary to
partially cover theshell with a piece of card-
board.

,

If no sunlight is available, shine a flashlight
down the light tube. Be sure the flashlight lens is
centered on the end of the light tube. If the lens
diameter is much larger than the-light tube, you
may have to mask off the perimeter of the lens
with masking tape.

If the light tube is aimed too
high, shim up the tube at the
outside bracket With a piece
of file card. If too low, shim
up_at inside bracket.

While holding the light-tube guide in the proper
alignment, carefully mark the position of the
inside bracket on the base. On the light-tube
guide, mark the poiiiitglwhere the the light-tube -
guide rests on the brackets. These marks are
important to realignment of the light-tube
guide when you glue the assembly together.

Coat all mating surfaces of the light-tube guide,
shims, inside bracket, base, and shelgitzitk glue.
Reposition the brackets and tape them in position".
Reposition the light:tube.assembly and shims (if
any) and tape them in place until the glue hardens.
As soon as you have everything back in place,
quickly recheck the alignment ofthe light tube
and make\ any necessary adjustments before the
glue startsito set up,

cb2

Inside
Bracket

_

Outside Bracket

If the light tube is aimed to
the right of vertical at A,
move outside bracket to .

the right.

f the tube is aimed to
the left of vertical at A,
move outside bracket
to the left.

/
When the glue has setseal up the
opening in the shell around the
light-tube guide with small pieces

f masking tape on the outside of
th



Prepare the doors

First, you need door jambs to
keep the doors.from falling
inside tlie shell. Cut two
pieces from the heavy mounting
boardeach 54 cm longty 4 cm
wide. Draw a line 6 mm from one
edge of each strip.

Glue one of these strips to the
inner surface of the shell so that
the pencil line is just visible above
the bottom of the slot and the
strip extends 6 mm.above the
bottom edge of the slot. Use the
C-chimps, slipped through the

'slot, to hold the strip until the
glue sets.

Now glue the other strip along the top
edge of the slot in a similar manner.
Again, use C-clamps through the slot
tp hold the strip. ./
Remove the clamps *hen the glue is

,'dry.

e

4.7

54 cm

You need facings for t dCkors
before you install them. rom
the light-weight art board, cut
a rectangle 10.5 cm by 21.5 cm:.
Fold as shown and glue the art
board to the outsideof the small
door so that about 2 cm sticks
out above and below.the door
and the fold is at the end you
ri).arked with a B (step 8)..

. Fofd for Hinge

For the second door facing, cut
a piece of lightweight art board
10.5 cm by 40.5 cm. Fold the
art board 2.5 cm from one end, (
as shown. Glue this piece to \
the large door, with the fold
flush with the end you marked ,
wits kD (step 8). About 1 cm
of the facing will protrude be-
y6nd the end of the door to
overlap the small door to keep
the light out. gt

14

25cm

1 6

Fold for Hinge

T-
4 cm

I
2 cm

DoorI
Facing



Make the cover
With the scissprs, cut enough
13-mm *ride strips oVightweight
art board to go compittely around
the shell. Tape the strips around.
the outdide top edge of the shell
to make a spacer. Place a piece of
heavyweight mountingUard on
top of the shell. While holding
the board in place, carefully draw
around the outside of the spacer

Ise you have a circle on the under-
. 'side of the mounting board.

Remove the ino'unting board and turn it over. With
the kriife, carefully cut along the pencil line td
make the circular cover.

Place the cover back on the shell and cut encaOr
2-cm wide strips from the lightweight art board to .

go around the outside of the cover as a.lightproof
rim. ,
With the spacer trips still attached to the shell,
carefully spread glue around the outside edge of
the cover only (don't glue the rim to the spacer),
and tabeihe rim strips in place until the glue sets.

When the glue has set, remove the cover assembly
Sand discard the spacer strips. You now have a cover
that can be easilysemoved and -replaced.

17

Install the dOcifs
110

When t
dried set
the shell.

glue on the door facings has
e two.doors in the slot in

With the ends of thedoors firmly
against the slaell wall, apply glueAo
the folded "hinges"'(shown at right
as black areas at points B and D).
Fasten to the, outside of the shell
with masking tape until the glue sets.

Trace Cover Oubtline outside of Spacer Strips.

In

RimStrip 1
ISpacer StripI

ftraw.

Ottint the spectroscope
To avoid getting paint on the slit, remove the light
tube before painting. Paint the inside of the shell,
doors,. base, and cover with flat black paint to cuts
down reflection of light inside the instrument.
Place 25imm square of masking tape on the inside
of the wall centered on the vertical line at point A

16

where you make the mark 7.5 cm from the base.
This will avoid getting point on this area as you
need this reference point to mount the diffraction
grating. The paint can be applied with a brush or a

spray-can.
St
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Install the diffraction grating
cut a 26-mm square from the

- sheet of diffraction grating with
the scissors. Be very careful not

- to get any fing&prints on the
25-mm squmlor on the re4 of
the sheet. A piece of thin tissue
papqr or vellum over the sheet
of grating will protect it while.
.you handle it. Btelistute the line
pattern extends 6 way
across t e 25-mm square xou.
cut out.

\
'41*..40000\

MgUnt t e grating on the inside of
the shell so the lines are vertical
arid the square is centered on the
vertical line at point A and the
7.5-cm mark. The line pattern
must be vertical. This is hard to
measure. The best way.is to set
up the triangle as in step 6 and
align the line pattern on the grat-
ing$trith the vertical edge of the
triangle. Again, avoid putting
your.fingers oti the grating material.

liii

7.5 cm
1

Attach two 25-mm strips of
mending tape to two edges of
the 25-mm square; as shown.
With the line pattern kicrtical,.
theqtape should overlap the
top and bottom edges of the
square about 3 mm.

25.mm

25 Om
\

Make the focusing 'screen
Cut a rectangle Of drafting Mylar
that is 6 by 19 cm. Make a fraine
for the Mylar Oy cutting a piece
of Iightvhight artboard that is

,6 by 20.g cm. From the center of
this piece, cut a rectangular' hole
and make a tab on one end, as
shown. .

,

Glue the Mylar to the frame, .

leaving the tab on the fralpe ex-
posed.

Insert the focusing screen in the
slot behind the small door. Tuck
the tab inside the wall of the
shell at the grating end of the
slot. The Mylar surface should
rest against the door jambs, and
the left-hand end of the screen
will be trapped under the end of
the large door.

Nom.

When the glue has sets bend a
jog in the tab so that the o tside
surface of the tab is in line th
the inside surface of the Myl

18

Art Board ,ap

Mylar

A



20 ow to.use the
. .

Reinstall the light tube and yoU
are ready to use the spectroscope.
Set the instrument near a window,
'Ind out of direct light from the
window. Place a small mirror in'
.the sunligh(so that light is re-
flected directly, down the light
tube.. Hold the mirror inplace.
With masking tape.

\

a ,

With the spectroscope cowl- re-
moved, focal:plane door 6pen,
and focutinescreen in place, ad-
just the attitude of the spectro-
scope so that the image of the

;. filit in the lightlube is visible in
the centerpf the difffaction
grating, but not on any part
covered by the rhending tape.
Rotate the light tube until the
image is vertical. Without dis-
turbing the instrument, replace
the cover.

A bright spectrUM should be
visible on tilt fobusing screen,
with the red end nearest the
grating.

You may need to darken the
room with drapes or increase
the shade in which the spectro-
scope is placed and thus in-
crease the brilliance of the
spectrum. n .

17
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21 How to make'a color print of the spectrum
-

If you want to make coldr prints of the spectrum
your instrument produces, you first must have a
means of controlling the light entering the instru-
ment. A cap must be made to place pver the outs
side end of the light tube.

Cut a piece of lightweight art board twidth,of
the light tube guide and about 5 mm longer. This is
the cover of the light tube. ,Cut one end into a
semicircular shape, wrap a ,I.-cm-w)de strip of light
weight art. board around the cov4 and glue it to
the cover to make a rim.

'Paint the inside black to cut down-on light reflec-
..tion

This cap catinow be hung on the outer
end of the lih4ube guide to prevent
light entering the slit.

Next the film must be loaded in the instrument.
This must be done in total darkness. t

I T e trument, a roll of mending tape, a
cassette of color film (preferably Kodacolor 3C
Film), and a pair,of scissors into a darkroom. As all

"subsequent activities-must be done by feel, itIA
would be a od idea to practice'removing the
cover from t shell, opening and closing the
doors, and g out and replacing the foscusink
screen with eyes clogd. When confidence in all
these activities has been decetl.oped the lights can
be turned dut.

.

Take the focusing screen out of tile instruMent.
Pull Some- film out of the film caisett. R.einember
that the first few centimeters of the film are

tr shaped as shown in the sketch. It iB a shape that
! you will easily recognize by feel.

"' Now pull out enough of the full width film
stretch the full length of the focusing scIeen. While
doing this be careful not to touch the emulsion of
the film. It is easy to tell which side of the film has
Ole photographic emulsion. The film has a natural
curl, and the emulsion is always on the inside sur-
face.

/
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Outsi,de Diameter
of Light Tube
Guide

5 mm .

Beck of Film
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Emulsion
Side
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Allow the film to curl up an,0
you will immediately know
which is the side that must not
be touched. It is best to hold
the film liittly.by the edges.

I . r'

Cut off a piece of film the same lerigth as
the focusing screen. The back of the film
must be toward the mylar surface. Use a
numberof short lengths of tape to
attach the film. It will be easier than
trying to tape the full length. Do not

35 mm
Color
Film

er W OOAllkrrrrr CS

Aiending
Tape

allow the taPe to extend inward bbond
the rows of perfortions on the fi*.
Any tape adhesive or finger prints pn the
photographic emulsion Will spoil th'r

.deyelopment of the photograph.

111111111 PO

rrrrrrrr trOporripoirs RS

.

Place the focussing screen in the instrument as ..
describedip step 10. Close both doors and pUt a
strip of masking tape all the way down the adjoin-
ing edges of the doors, overlapping the shell to
make sure the doors don't/open until you are back
in the dark room. '

Replace he cover on the shell anpl- place the light .

tube cove over the end of h'e lighttube guide.

Take the instrument into hady area (the darker
the better) in a position o that sunlight can be

, reflected into the light t1be as in ateps-13 .-

and 19. When the mirror is get4 so that the light is shining
. on the light tube correctly, ..
place a piece of lightweightart
lkoard betWeen the mirror and
tfie instrument so that the
reflected,sunlight now falls on
the card. Carefully'remove the
light toube cover. -

Art Board

Mylar

35 mm Fifth

Ntw quickly take away and replace the
piece of art board so that the sunlight .

was reflectea into the instrument for
half a second. Then quickly replKe the
light tube çov d take the instrument
back to the dar ooM and turn out the
light.

Light Tube Cover

Remove the filni from the focussing
.sc ee and pack in a light proof con-
tainer o that it can be safely taken to a
film pro essing lab. Kodacolor X is a
film negative process. Therefore you
should ask for contact prints to see the
spectrum in its natural colors.

19



ApPENPIX:-
r

Objectives-

What is a Spectroscope?,

The objectives of this appendix are to:'

1) give thekreader an uriderstanding of ttie princi'-
ples 9f refraction and diffraction;

/2) show that the apparently crude instrument that
can,be built using the instruciions in this pook-
let differs only (in quality'froin the' mote so-
phisticated instruments Ivied in advanced scin-
tific progaMs.

in the text that f011ows, desiptionsofpptica
principles are interspersed with some simple calcu-
lations that define th'e theoNt behind the piinci-
ples., These are indented and printed .in smaller
type so that- readers who are not mathematically-
inclined can skip over them withbut interrnpting
the riarrative.

v

What is a spectroscope?
A spectroscope_is an instrument that separates

light from a luminous sourccinto the, array of
colors (waveleniths) of 'which the light is cOrkti
posed. -

Th4 Spectrum

The array of colors is called a spectrum. The
white likht from the Sun is ieally a mixture of
diffetent coloxs. Red, orange, yellow, green,, blue;
indigo, and Violet are considered to be the colors in
the spectrum of viSible sunlight. The rainbow is the
best-knoWn result of separating the Sun's white
light into a Spectrum. The "cOlors of the rainbow"
are not in seven distilct bands; but merge into each
other. This is called Er continuous spectrarn, and is

_illustrated on the outside back cover of.tfils bOok.

Light has a wave formation similar to. ocean
waves. The distance between crests in light waves
(the wavelength) varies, as it does in ocean waves.
Light of one wavelength differs in appearance from

Long Wivelongth
-I

.light of another wavelength. For example, red light
Ints a longer wavelength tlian violet light. In the
cover illustration, the wavelengths of various colors
can be measured by comparison with the wave-
length scale below the continuous spectrunt The
wavelengths of light are extremely short and are
usually measured in units called angstroms (A )7*
An angstrom is one ten-millionth of a millimeter.

.Emission Spectrum

. I
a

When a material is heated until it begins to
vapori'ze,sit radiates light. The type or color of the
light radiated by 'one chemical element differs from
the light radiated by any other element. For exam-
ple, when a sample of thesmetallic element sodium
is vaporized, ai in an electric arc, the light emitted
(radiated) is bright yellow.

If a Spectjoscope is used to spread out the light
from the heateq sottm, the spectrum that is ob-
served is not a yellow' Nat as might bexpebted,
but is a yattern of narrow yellow lines;These lines
represent specific wavelengths of light, and the pat-
tern of lilies is unique to the element sodium. This
is called an ernission.speetrum. Each elentent has '
its own specific pattern or line spectrum.

As shown oh the outide back Over,. the
ethission speotrum of:mercury his linesin the blue
and yellow' wavelengths 'of Drie visible spectrum.
When you lobk with the:unaided, eye at the fight
from vapbrized mercury, it has the-blue appearance
that .can be seen in many streetlights. This is bet,
cause ybur eye has "added together" tlie colors
,and'-brightnessess of the emission spectrum, 'and
the blue component is brighter than the rest.

Absorption Spectrum

If the white light from a source like the Sun is
passed through a vaporized element and then into a
high quality spectroscope, a pattern qdark lines
can be seen in the continuous spectrun from the
light source. The vapor has absorbed light at spe-
edict wavelengths. The wavelength of these lines
correspond exactly to the wavelengths of the light
emitted by the same element when vaporized. The
spectrum containing the dark lines s called an
absorption' spectrum. See Fkgure A-1.

. The phenomena of emission and absorption
skectra are discussed in more, detail in the wall

*Named for A. J. Angst:tom, a Norwegian physicist, who, first measured wavelengths of light in 1868.

A-1



chart 'The Spectrum,NF-5411-75, the bobklet The
SpectruM, NF-55/1-75, and in Modern Physics, and
other texts listed in the bibliography.

Absorption Spectrum

.6500 6000 5500 5000 4500 4000

4 Figure A-1 Absorption and Emission Spectra of Hydrogen

if

Method's of Generiiiing Spectra

Spectroficopes employ. One of two basic mOih-
ods of generating`spectrarefraction or diffraction.
The method with.which you may be mo0 familiar

-ides a prism of transparent material, and the opti-
: cal principle by which it works is called refraction.

-
RefractionWhen a succession of equally .

spaced light wavei strikes a material like glass, the
wavei -are slowed down as they enter the material,
and the direction of travel is bent toward a line
perpendicular to the purface. See Figure A-2.

If the approaching light is traveling at a velocity,
represented by VI , and its angle Trotn ate-perpendicular
is 01; -and if the velocity inside the glais is V2, and its
angle is 02

'Vj. kin 01
V2 sin 02

1.....Perpandicular to
Glass Surface

0

Air

Glass

V1 _.. approach velocity in air
01 - angle from perpendicular in air
V2 = velocity in pipes
03 angle from ihrpondicular in plass

Figure A-2 Light Entering Glass

A I

A-2

This bending of the ligt..is !called refraction.
The term refraCtive index is used to indicate the
amount of bending as light passqs from one me-
dium, like air, into another, like glass. The refrac-
tive index varies with the yelocity at which -the
light travela in each medium.

When the light passes through the other sUrface
of the glass, the waves speed up to the velocity

' they 'had before entering. The light is bent, again
away from the perpendicular. If the sulfaces of the
glass are parallel, the entry angle (01), will be the
same as the exit angle (0 4 ), as.shown in Figure A-3.

Perpendicular

0

Glass Air

Perpendicular

Figure A-3 Refraction through a Sheet of Glass

When the entry and e
lel, the light is refracted
tiön. The light still bends
on the way 'in, and away
but the perpendiculars to
allel to each other (Figure

PerAndicular

xit surfaces are not paral-
twice in the same direc-
toward the perpendicular
from it on the way:out,
the surfaces are not par-
A-4).

Red

Violet

Figure A-4 Refraction through a Prism()

The refractive -index varies with the wavelength
of the lightlong-wavelength light is bent less than
short-wavelength. The colors of which white light
is composedred through viojethave different
wavelengths. Red has the longest and violet the
shortest. Therefore, when white light (as from the
Sun) is-refracted through a prisp the red compo-
nent emerges at a different angle than the violet.
This explains why the spectrum of white light be-
comes visible when the light is passed through a
prism (Figure A-4).



DiffractionTht second method of generating
sPectra in a spectroscope is an application of the
principle of diffraction...Diffraction is best illus-
trated by the situation shown in Figure A-5.

A hi-fi speaker is emitting a gound in one room
(A). A listener in the other room (B) out of sight
of the speaker can still hear the sound because the
sound waves, are bent after passing through the
doorw y. It is as if the sound were coming from
the do and were radiated in all directions.

c Other waves behave in the same way. Diffrac-
tion of water waves can be. easily demonstrated in a
ripple tank. The diffraction of light waves across an
edge is not as easy to demonstrate because of the
much shorter wavelength, but it does occur.

Transmission Diffr4ctionWhen,. a source like
an electric light bulb shines, it radiates light in all
directions. And, as light is a wavelike phenomenon,
an expanding series of waves spreads uniformly in
all glirections, just like the ripples that spread when,
you drop a stone into a still pond. .

Consider arc, object like a metal plate, placed
where-tight cati shine on it along a line perpendicu-
lar to tfie surface, and consicler a-small arealof the
.plate That is illuminated by a narrow ray of light.
The etest of each light .wave of this ray will "strike
the plate at exactly the same time across the width
of the wave.

When such a ray of light strikes a plate contain-
ing two narrow slits, some of the light emerges
through the slits (Figure A-6). The slits, like the
doorway, become sources of light of the same
wavelength as the source on the other side of the
plate, and the crests and troughs of the light waves
emerge exactly in phase with those falling on the
other side of the plate; Light pteksing through each
slit* radiates in all directions. In Figure A-6, the
light waves striking the plate and emerging from

*tech slit are represented by alarnate solid and
dashed lines. The solid lines represent crests and
the dashed lines represent troughs.

The circular arcs of crests and trotrilis centered
on each slit intersect each other. In some cases,
crests radiating from one slit hitersect.crests radiat-
ing from the other, and tro hs intersect troughs.
These light waves re said t e n p4yrith each
other, and the light energy44 oh* '14v4 *forces
the energy in the 6ther- (* e plot. A in Figitre
A-6). This is called construc e interference. Care-

. ful examination of 417e figure ishows that this oc-
cnrs in three directidns. One rme is perpendicular
to the plate. and joins the intersection points where

4 St'.
P

A-3

Figure A-6 Diffraction of Sound between Thro Rooms

Crest

Trough-

Ant-Order
Line Zero-Order Crest

Line Trough

Wave Plot B

474s,2
Figure 44 Diffraction through 7Wo Silts

Wave Plot A
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the number of wavelengths from each slit is equal.
(One wavelength is the distance from one solid lire
to the next.) This is called the,zero-order line.

The other two lines are symmetrical about-the
zero-order line! These lines connect intersections
where the distance frOm one slit to the intersection
is one wavelength greater than the distance fronfe,

the other slit. This is called the first-order line.,The
shape of each of these lines along which crests rein-
force each other is called a hyperbola. if plotted
for a few dozen wavelengths, each hyperbola will
become tangent to a straight line that intersects_the
plate at the base of the perpendicular (zero-order)
line.

Where the waVe Crests intersect with trougF's,
the waves are out of phase, and the light energies
cancel each other (wave plot B). This is called de-
structiue interference. These lines are also hyper-

, bolas. .Replotti4 Figure A-6 and eliminating the
wave patterns, we get Figure A-7. The angle be-
tween ,the zero-oiCier line and` the tangent to the
first-order line is called the interference angle. This
angle varies with the wavelength of the light, just as
in the prism discussecl earlier. Here, the longer the_
wavelength, the greater the angle. (The oPpsite
was truelor the prism.) The.important fact is that
the colors are separated. The interference.angle
also varies with the distance between slits.

.1The sine of the
Interference angle
(0) is given by
the equation:

nXsin 0 = d

whew

n = the.order (0, 1, 2, etc)

X = wavelength of the light

'd = distance between slits
. (in the same units as X).

Zero-Order
Line (n 0)

First-Order
Line = 1)

Figure A-7 Interference Angle

In Figure A-6, which is an exaggerated diagram, the
wavelength (X) is the distance from one solid line to the
next and equals 8 millimeters. The distance between
slits (d) is 16 mil eters. From this, the interference
angle can be calcula d:

sin 0 =
1 x 8

0.6333
16

0

The studeitts can plot different interference patterns in

the same manner as in Figure A-6, using different wave-
lengths (X) and distances (d). Try a plot where d = 2 x X
or 3 x X. Plot the radial wave patterns &irefully, and
from the plot, determine the constructive interference-
lines and interference angles. Then calculate the inter-
ference angles using the equation, and ciompare the
theoretical value with the glot.

Transmission Diffraction GratingSo far, we
haVe disCussed development of a spectrum using a
plate with only two slits. In practice, a plate with
many slits is use& so that more-light is transmitted
tin'pugh the, plate, and the resulting spectrum is
brighter. Siich a plate is called a tralsmission dif-
fraction grating.

Diffraction gratilw are usually made by in-
.,

scribing grooves or lines in a' glass plate. An in-
scribing machine with a diamond scriber is used.
The uncut glass becomes the slits in the grating.

. Because the spacing between the Slito, muset be a
specific number of wavelengths, the grooves,must
be ingcribed very accurately. Therefore, a good
grating is very expensive. Cheaper gratings-can be
obtained by making a casting from a transparent
material, using a ruled glass grating as a master.

A-4

It is possible to repla Figure A-7 to illustrate the
spread (dispersion) of the spectrum of visible light (Fig-
ure -A-8). For this, you need some basic data such as
actual ivaveleniths of light and typical distances be-

tween slits.

The shortest wavelength of light we cad see is violet
at approximately 3900 A, and the longest is red at
approximately 7600 A. The diffraction grating used in
the spectroscope whose construction is cleprited in this
booklet has 13,400 lines per inch. How many lines per
millimeter does that represent? The equation is:

13,400 lines per hiEh
25.4 millimeters per inch

= 527.559 lined per millimeter

The spacinibetween lines (slits) is

1 m illi meter - 0.001855 millimeter
527.559 lines per millimeter between grating lines

The shortest wavelength of violet light is

3900 A - 0.00039 millimeter
10,000,000 A per millimeter

and the longest wavelength of red light is

7600 A
10,000,000 A per millimet.er

- 0.00076 millimeter

Now we can begin to calculate the interference
angles for the extremea of the spectrum, using a grating
with the same slit spacing as that used In the spectro-
scope described in this booklet.

4 .
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Figure A-8 Dispersion of a Spectrum bx a Diffraction
, Gritting

Referring to Figure A-8 again, the first-order inter-
ference angle Ov for tHe jViolet end of the spectrum

can be calculated from ,

'sin
0.001 855

1 x 0.00039,
93.21024 25

0v = 1 2.14°

and, the first-order interference angle for the red liSe of
the spectrum can be calculated:

1 x 0.00076-sin 0.409703°R 0.001 855

R = 24'12°

This gives a dispersion angle of 24.1-8 1 2.14 = 12.04°,
v:Nch is the angle over *hich the spectrum is spread.
These angles can be plotted on Figure A-7. -

The transmission.grating suffersfrom a limit& ,
tion .it shares with a prism. The limitation is that
the light must be transmitted through it to develop
a spectrum.

-

Ordinary glass cannot tranSmit light with wave-
lengths shorrer than 3Q00 A, which is in the ultra-
violet waveband. Because the ultraviolet waveband
extends from the short-wavelength end of the visi-
ble spectrum (abbut 3900 A) down to less than'
100 A, it is logical to consider that ultraviolet spec-
tra should be possible. Obviously, a glass prism or
transmission grating 'cannot -be used. 'A prism or
grating made of calcium fluoride Will transmit
ultraviblet light down to a wavelength of about
1000 A, but that still leaves an hnportan part of
the ultraviolet spectrum that cannot be .4hed.
However, ultraviolet light can be reflected
polished, metal or glass surfaces at wavelengt
doWn to about 10A.

,
4-

Reflection Diffracpon Gratin-gFortunately,
"the princjple of diffraction works exactly the same

. way pile light is reflected froyn a series of strips
of, rettkiing material in which the "mirrors7 are

se width and have the same spacing as the
sliti- iri the transmission grating. Just as the slits in
the transmission grating behave as light sources, so
do the "miriors" on what is called a reflection dif-
fractiongrating.

C-alculation of interference angles is identical to
the calculation of transmission-grating interference
anglq.

The relative sizes of the reflecting ridges land
grooves are greatly exaggerated in the sketch
below.

A-5

The shaRe of the reflection grating used in the
spictroscope whose -construction is described in
this booklet looks more like thisenlarged, of
course.

Returning to Figure -A-7 and the,calculation of in-
terference at7les-this einte for a wavelength of,390 A:

zs
in- .1 x 0.000039

UV 0.00185 =N0210243

VTYtT = 1.2°.
, Inteiference'

Angle

, This shows that this wavelength is refleaed -

almost back to the source of the ultraviolet light.
The 1.2° angle can be changed by changing the
angle of the reflecting surfaces into &configuration
like a sawtooth. Now the ultraviolet"sPectrum will
be reflected at a greater angle and producpcl in a
more convenient part of the instrument.

26 4, >,



/Another refinement in reflective surfaces is to
engrave the reflection grating on a concave surface.
The result is that no lenses are required to focus
the light striking' the. grating or focus the spectrum
reflected from the grating.

. tip instrument whose construction is de-
scribed 'in this booklet; the light that enters the slit .
and shines on the -grating strikes it atvan oblique
angle. This results in rotating the spectrum farther
away from the perpendicular without materially
changing the'dispersi9n angle (Figure A-9).

ihell of
Spectroscope

Spectrum Diffraction
(Dispersion Angle) Grating

Figure A-9 Light Path end Spectrum in Spectroscope

*pea of SpectroscOpes

Spectroscopes come in, many shapes and sizes.
The sinaplest consists of a cardboard tube with a
slit in one end and a piece of transmission grating
in the other (Figure A-10).

Slit

Figure A-10 Simple Spectrosc6pe-

Transmission
Grating

A. more sophisticated -instrument is shown in
Figure A-11. In this spectroscope, light is passed
through a series of lenses onto a prism or a trans-
mission" diffraction grating. The, spectra' is then

*studied by looking through a telescope that is

Transmit:Ion

(eves parallel light beem) Grating
Collimator

Light
Entering
Spectroscope

Telescope

tkomr,
\:Scale to Read

'Dispersion Angles

Figure 441 SimerrosaoP

pivotect so the entire spread of the Spectrum can be
scanned.

The instruments in Figures A-10 and A-11 are
primarily for demonstration of the spectrum. In-
struments used in operational spectroscopy are in
different forms for different needs.

Dispersion of ultraviolet, visib12, and infrared
spectra is, achieved by refractiori through priiims, or
diffraction by gratings. Reflection gratings have
been so improved that they have become more gen-
erally used than prisms in spectroscopic instru-
ments. The reflection grating surpasses the prism in
spectral resolution and dispersion power. (Spectral
resolution is the ability to separate spectral lines.
The higher the resolution, the smaller is the wave-
length difference between adjacent tines that- can
be seen. Dispersion power means the extent to
which the apectrum,can be spread.) These powers
are practically, constant across" the wavelength
range, whereas, in prisms, these powers vary con-,
siderably with wavelength.

In X-ray,spectroscopy in. the range from about,
0.26 to around 15 A, disperiion of the spectrum is
achieved by reflective diffraction from a crystal.
The atomic reflection planes' in the crystal function
as the groove's in a machined grating.

Theispectroscopes used in astronomy generally
represent some of the greatest advances int the
development of these instruments. NASA's Sklab
spacecraft -carried a number of very advanced in-
struments for spectroscopic analysis of the Sun.
Two of these are 'described to show the basic
similarity between the simple spectroscope that
can be built using this booldet anethe highly
sophisticated Skylab Instruments.

One of these is the Ultraviolet Scanning
Polychromator-Spectroheliomyter. That is "a cum-
bersome name, but it very accurately descipes the
function of the instrument. It senses radiation in
,the ultraviolet wavelength range. Because there is a
' need to obtain ultraviolet radiation information
ffom the sihallest possible points on the'Sun, the
instrument's field of 'vie* was'very small. There-
fore, thd instrument scanned a small area on the
Sun in the same way that the picture ori a televi-
sion screen is created by the beams of electron9
sweeping hack and forth across the picture tube.
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Polychrontator means that the instrument
Senses radiation in a number of very narrow wive-

Spectroheliometer meads that the instru-
ment Measures the Intensity of radiation from the
Sun'in these wavebands.

The optical system of this spectrometer is illus-
trated in Figure A-12. Light from the Sun entered
the instiument and shone on .a Concave mirror that
could be rotated about two axes perpendicular to

Instrument
Entrance
Aperture --

a

vAr

Solar
Radiation

Figure 4-12

Gimbaled
Primary
Mirror

/

//
v

I/ Slit/
, /////

1/

Grating

Optical System of Skylab Ultraviolet'Scenning
PolychrometorSpectrohellometer

7 Photo-
detectors

Focal
Plane

4.
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each other.. The mirror reflected the light through a
slit *and focused it 6n a cencave diffraction grating
that dispersed an ultraviolet spectrum on a focal
plane containing seven detectors placed at specific°
wavelength positions.

The entrance aperture of the instrument
allowed radiation to enter from an area on the Sun.
that subtended an angle of 5 minutes at the Earth.
4The whole solar disk represents an angle of about
32 minutes.) This 5-arc-minute field of view equals
an area about 22,000 kilometers square on the

*Sun.

The beam of radiation that passed through the
slit onto the grating., projected a 5-4C-second
square of the Sun's surface (about 3,600 kiloak
eters square). Movement of the mirror direct%
each 1/60th part of the field of view of the spec-
trbmeter onto the grating to "paint a picture" of
the total scene on the Sun.

Figure A-13 is a picture of a 5-arc-minute area
of the Sun. The picture has 60 horizontal lines,
each 5 arc seconds high. Each*line is divided into
120 rectangles that result from the 50% overlap of

5-arc-second squares defined by the size of the
instrument's slit.

Figure A-13

Ultraviolet photograph of 2,7 billion square
kilometers of the Sun. 71kr curved shapes
show magnetic field lines in the highly
energized-atmosphere &bout 100,000 kilom-
eters above the Stin's surface.

Or



Another Skylab spectrOmeter was called a spec-
troheliograph. Its function Irma to develop ultra-
violet spectra of, the Sun. The optical system of
this instrament is shown in Figure .A44.

Aluminum
Filter

Instrument
Aperture

F4ure A.14 Spectronellograph Optical System

Film
Strip

Sun's -

Radiation

A notable difference between this instrument
. and the spectroheliometer, and the instrument that

can be built using the instruction in this booklet, is
that there is no slit through which the sunlight
could pass before reaching the grating. Instead, ra-
diation from the entire solar disk fell on the grathig
an0 was dispersed.

1'

The .spectrum recorded at the focal plane
showed an image of theisolar (tisk centered on each
emission wavelength, The bribtnesa of the image
indicated the intensity of solar radiation at each
wavelength. Figure A-15 shows part of one of the
films taken by this instrument. The very bright
image shows how the Sun "appeared" in the ultra-
violet wavelergth of 304 A.

' Most of the Sun's disk is visible, with a pattern -
of lighter and darker areas. These represent areas of
greater and less activity on the Snn. To the left of
the 304-A image, you can see other faint images,
one of which is outlined by a dashed line. This
image was obtained at a wavelength of 284 A. Ex-
cept for a relatively few small areas, the intensity
of the radiation at this wavelength was much lower
than the 304-A radiation. Th right areas on the
284-A image can eaaily be m ched with the bright-
est areas on the 304-A imt, showing that they
are caused .by the same phencimenon on' the Sun.

Also visible in the/ 304-A image is a massive
prominence where matter has been ejected from
the Sun to reach an altitude of about 600,000
kilometers from the surface. It is noticbable that
this material is not discernible in the 284-A image,
although there is evidence Of high-energy activity
at the base of the prominence. "

....=4.11.
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Summary

The simple spectroscope tJIat ,can be built by
, following the instructions in this booklet, crude

though it may appear, is basically the same type of
instrument that has many applications in various
scientific disciplines. The difference between this
and other instruments lies primarily in the quality
of manufacture; and quality is what causes the dif-
ference in cost.
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